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The Joker: 
A social commentary
By Nasma Younes

“The worst part of having a mental illness is
people expect you to behave as if you
don’t.” Todd Phillips’s long awaited “The

Joker” finally hit theaters worldwide last weekend,
and for the first time, in the longest time, massive
number of people lined up, rushing to buy the tick-
ets. This psychological thriller starring Joaquin
Phoenix as the Joker, sets the clown prince in his
pre-revelation days, before he became the univer-
sally known “The Joker”, as we’ve seen him to be in
earlier Batman flicks. 

Although it is centered
on a character from the
superhero universe, this film
is far from being a super-
hero movie. We are being
introduced to “Arthur
Fleck”, a young, troubled
and mentally-ill man, suffer-
ing from a disorder that
causes him to laugh at inap-

propriate times. Set in Gotham City, in 1981, Arthur
is tormented daily by the harshness of society
around him, living with his mom in a tiny apartment
that barely fits the two and working as a badly-
paid party clown. 

When he gets fired from his job and loses the
only source to his medication, we witness Arthur’s
slow decent into madness, until finally seeing his
transition into The Joker, a transition we’ve already
seen a long time ago in Martin Scorsese’s Taxi
Driver, easy to say that Arthur Fleck and Travis
Bickle definitely share the same DNA. As Taxi
Driver can serve as a certain social commentary on
society in the 70s, The Joker can definitely mirror
the dangers of our modern society, showing us how
people’s ignorance of the unfortunate can and will
create a character resembling the Joker.

Despite its roots in the superhero genre, this film
is far more concerned with how evil is manifested
in the real world rather than in the comic book uni-
verse, offering a convincing portrayal of not only
the product of society, but equally the urban decay
of the society itself. Showing us how we create the
world we live in and how the world we live in also
creates us, and that is the universality of this very
movie, it will not only speak to superhero fans, but
its entire audience.

Restoring Afghanistan’s Buddhist artifacts that were
destroyed by the Taleban 18 years ago is like
working on a 1,500-year-old jigsaw puzzle, say

conservators working on the latest restoration project.
The militant Islamic group in 2001 destroyed artifacts
dating from the third century when many Afghans prac-
ticed Buddhism, including two towering Buddha statues
in Bamyan province and scores of smaller ones excavat-
ed from monasteries and preserved at the national
museum in Kabul.

After the Taleban government fell that same year, the
museum began restoring remnants of the country’s
Buddhist history. The latest U.S.-supported project aims
to reassemble thousands of pieces into statues within the
next three years. “It is very important (work) because it is
actually restoration of our heritage, our identity, our past,”
said Mohammad Fahim Rahimi, director of the 100-year-
old National Museum of Afghanistan.

“Buddhism was practiced here for more than 1,000
years. That’s a very large part of our history,” he added.
Forty years of war, from the 1980s Soviet occupation to
internal fighting and the war against the Taleban, have
destroyed much of Afghanistan’s art, artifacts and archi-
tecture. Warlords stole other pieces and sold them abroad.
Conservator Sherazuddin Saifi, 62, was working in the
museum under the Taleban in 2001.

“They wanted us to tell them the number of antiquities
and we ignored their request, but some days later they
came and started breaking the antiquities,” said Saifi, who
still works at the museum. “These antiquities are the
national treasure and the history of our country and show
who lived in this country,” he added. In a classroom at the
museum, Afghan conservators work alongside experts
from the University of Chicago’s Oriental Institute. U.S.
assistance is invaluable because Afghan conservators lack
experience and the necessary chemicals and glues for
restoration work, Rahimi said.

Sometimes they can work from archived photos that
show the statues intact. In other cases, 3-D imaging and
imagination are required to sort and reassemble stucco
shards of Buddha faces, hands and torsos. A spokesman
for the Taleban, which was until last month in peace talks
with the United States, said the group has no plans to
destroy antiquities. “All antique artifacts will be preserved
in their place,” spokesman Suhail Shaheen told Reuters.

“They should be preserved for the history and culture
education of the upcoming generations.”

US President Donald Trump told a rally on Thursday
American soldiers have been in Afghanistan long enough,
but talks with the Taleban on withdrawing US troops,
intended as a step toward peace, broke down in
September. The prospect of reintegrating the Taleban in a

power-sharing deal troubles Rahimi, who is looking at
options for moving the artifacts if they are threatened
again. “We cannot let that happen again to our heritage,”
he said.—Reuters

Afghan museum restores Buddhist 
history, one broken piece at a time

KABUL: Pieces of statues damaged by the Taleban are laid out on a table for restoration at the National Museum in
Kabul, Afghanistan. — Reuters
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